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Neocortex evolved from areas involved in navigation:
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        and piriform cortex
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Within a cortical column
 - Grid-like cells in Layer 6
 - Layer 6 in primary sensory regions will be driven by motor signals
 - Upper layers in sensory regions will be stable while sensing a familiar object
 - The set of cells will be sparse but specific to object identity
 - Ambiguous information will lead to denser activity in upper layers
 - Multiple layers will contain cells tuned to locations of features in the object’s reference frame

Across cortical columns
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All columns learn complete models of objects 

Models differ based on each column’s inputs

Long-range connections used to resolve ambiguity, 
even across sensory modalities

Inter-laminar connections 
 - L6a contains grid cell modules
     - Projection from L6a to L4 used to predict next sensory input
     - L5 contains displacement cells 

Long-range lateral connections
 - Each column has partial knowledge of object. 
     - Cortical columns vote and resolve ambiguity using 
       lateral connections
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If grid cells anchor to sensory cues in the environment, they 
represent locations relative to that environment.

If cortical grid cells anchor relative to the body, they represent 
locations in body space.

If cortical grid cells anchor to sensory features on an object, 
they represent locations in object space.

Rethinking Hierarchy
The Thousand Brains Theory of Intelligence

DISPLACEMENT CELLS

Compositional objects 
 - Displacement cells can represent the
        relative position of any part on an object

Behaviors of objects 
     - The different states of an object can be
       represented as a sequence of these
       relative positions.
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GRID CELLS IN THE NEOCORTEX
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Location
 - Encoded by grid cells
 - Unique to location in room AND room
 - Location updated by movement

A room is:
 - Set of locations connected by movement
     - Some locations have associated sensory
       features

Location
 - Encoded by grid cells
 - Unique to location on object AND object
 - Location updated by movement

An object is:
 - Set of locations connected by movement
     - Some locations have associated sensory
       features
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How Grid Cells Represent Location

SUMMARY
Neocortical circuitry is poorly understood
 - Interlaminar circuitry is complex and similar across regions
 - Each region must be performing the same complex function

We propose:
1) Cortical columns compute a location signal
     - Location encoded by grid-like cells
 - Location is updated via movement

2) Columns learn and recognize complete objects
 - Store sensory features at relative positions
 - Multiple cortical columns can vote through lateral connections

Leads to a novel framework for cortical function:
 - Neocortex contains many complete models of every object
 - Explains many intra and inter-columnar connections
     - All thought may be based on a location-based framework
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